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Endings and Beginnings
Newable’s financial year end falls on
the 31st March. This is always a good
time to take stock of the progress
the business has made to date and
to refocus on the goals ahead.
The final accounts will be published
following the completion of the
audit process and approval at the
Board meeting in July. However,
I can say Newable performed
well, finishing ahead of budget.
We continue to move forward
on the front foot as a business
striving towards our ‘3X5Y’ goal.
The major event of the year was
undoubtedly our acquisition of
Citibase. It is the largest acquisition
in our history. Citbase provides us
with a national footprint through
a network of nearly 50 Business
Centres operating from Aberdeen
to Brighton. It already supports
thousands of companies each year.
And Citibase’s operating profit and
growth potential makes a material
contribution to our growth targets.
The deal takes our group headcount
from just under 200 to just over
350. However, equally vital is the
close alignment of the set of values
underpinning the two businesses. It
really has been a positive experience
working with Citibase CEO Steve
Jude and his team. We have a
shared goal of supporting businesses
working at the heart of the economy
whilst returning sustainable
profits. We share a similar ambition
and optimism for growth.
The Citibase acquisition also
helped us continue to build
out our unique platform offer
of Money - Advice - Space.

Newable already has a long and
distinguished track record in
creating homes for business through
the redevelopment of brownfield
sites and transforming them into
economically productive light
industrial parks. Chris Rushton’s
team continued the good work by
completing a new development at
Creek Way in Enfield. The pipeline
was improved following the
acquisition of a site in Alfred’s Way,
Enfield. We also secured planning
consent for our site in Dartford which
will enable us to start building later
this year. Another major milestone
was the successful sale and disposal
of Waterfront Studios which realised
substantial profits for the Group.
In the domain of Money, Newable
Business Finance (NBF) applications
for loans passed through
£250,000,000. This has been
achieved in just over a couple of
years of operation. Clearly, not every
application is going to be funded and
approved but we have proved that
there is a market for our Responsible
Finance product. The NBF product
means we take the risk “on our book”
or balance sheet. The acquisition
of St George’s - now Newable
Commercial Finance - means we can
broker requests for funding to other
lenders with different risk appetites,
meaning that we can support even
more businesses. Newable Private
Investing (NPI) continues to make
progress. Beauhurst, the leading
firm of analysts, confirmed NPI as
the UK’s most active early stage
investment network. In the last two
years we have participated in over
50 investments injecting over £36m
into exciting, British tech based

businesses. This is ever more vital
at a time when investment into this
asset class is in general decline.
Our teams in the advisory group
delivered once again. During a time
of unprecedented uncertainty, our
Trade teams met all of the exporting
targets set by the Department for
International Trade. We helped
around 10,000 clients and generated
over £2.5bn in incremental export
sales for UK plc. Our innovation
advisors supported over 1,200
entrepreneurs and led important
overseas missions to Canada, India,
Spain and the United States. Our
Social Impact programmes continued
to make an important difference
through such activity as Get Ready
to Supply, our inclusive supply
chain initiative delivered on behalf
of JP Morgan Chase Foundation.
This project has helped 250 micro
and small inner city business and
has led to £1.5m of contracts being
awarded. One of 225 events designed
and delivered by our Events team
last year was the prestigious
Diversity and Inclusion Summit for the
Mayor of London. Our own Fuelling
Ambition Conference supporting
450 female entrepreneurs took
place at the Barbican, last May.
As they say in football what you do on
the pitch is shaped by what you do off
it. We have continued to make strides
towards our goal of being recognised
as one of the UK’s best companies to
work for. We therefore transitioned
our staff survey across to the platform
used by The Sunday Times. Although
it was an achievement to have been
benchmarked as a “one to watch”, we
know we still have plenty of “Always

Improves” to implement. Amongst
other initiatives, we continued to
enhance our package of employment
benefits, introduced a successful
volunteering scheme and invested
in comprehensive management
development programmes.
However, whilst we can reflect with
some satisfaction on what we have
achieved and I would like to record
my personal thanks and that of the
Board for the effort, expertise and
commitment of all our staff, last year
is now in the past. As we look forward
to the current financial year we are
determined not to let this good work
dissipate. Rather, we want to use it
as a springboard for even greater
progress. Over the coming twelve
months (and beyond) we have a
number of exciting challenges and
opportunities across the business.
In Money, we are looking to secure
larger and more consistent sources
of wholesale funding to enable
our lending team to scale NBF
even more rapidly. This is a key
component in achieving sustainable
profitability. In Advice, the delivery
contract for the DIT trade services
will be re-tendered at some point
as the current contract expires. We
approach this with confidence and
an ambition to increase the scope
of our mandate. However, this will
be a major undertaking and we are
preparing now. We will commit
considerable resources to help
Citibase kick on beyond 50 business
centres and motor towards the goal
of 100. We also have exciting plans
to increase the pace of our activity
re-developing brownfield sites.
We intend to continue our dual
approach to driving growth.
Firstly, we will continue to take
an entrepreneurial approach and
back our own start up initiatives
in segments where we see market
need and opportunity. Two examples
of this: we have just launched
Newable Capital, our new funding

for buyouts product and America
Made Easy, our joint venture with
Avitus which will help UK companies
get their business up and running in
the United States, the UK’s number
one export market. They both
have great potential. Secondly, we
continue to scan the market for
acquisition opportunities that will
help expand Newable’s offering
across Money and Advice and Space.
This platform will continue to be
nurtured in order to ensure we can
grow sustainably. This is where we
look to the support provided by
central services across marketing
and digital, human resources, and
finance. Taking each in turn.
We continue to place a high
value on marketing and digital
communications. We have just
launched a brand new website
making it much easier for our
customers to access the products and
services they need. Our investment
in Salesforce is making an increasing
impact on how we engage with and
ultimately convert customers. We
continue to “Always Improve” our
intranet so as to increase the flow of
communication around the business
ultimately to facilitate the cross
referral of clients. This all highlights
the importance of having deep digital
skill sets at the heart of the business
and endorses our decision to pivot
our digital capability to support our
business first and foremost. Finally,
we continue to promote and to
build our corporate reputation and
influence the development of public
policy by leveraging the knowledge
sets we have built though the
combined expertise of our staff.
It goes without saying that a company
is only as good as the people who
work for it. Therefore, it is our
goal to recruit, retain and promote
the best people in the business.
And importantly to ensure they
like working at Newable. We will
continue to live and breathe our
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values and culture. We continue
to place great emphasis on the
diversity and inclusiveness of our
workforce and have an ongoing
focus on reducing our gender pay
gap. We will support initiatives
like apprenticeships and Fuelling
Ambition at Newable designed to
bring through the next generations
of talent. Finally, we will be at the
forefront of campaigns like increasing
awareness of mental health issues.
Last but not the least important
is finance. As we grow and as we
conduct more regulated financial
activity, so the compliance and
governance burdens will increase.
We will be ready for it thanks to the
excellent team we have developed.
And, as we continue to grow, so will
the calls on our financial resources to
fund that growth. As many will know,
our status as a Company Limited by
Guarantee constrains our ability to
raise the finance we need to support
our entrepreneurial activities. We
believe that unless we resolve this
issue, a brake will continue to be
applied to our growth prospects and
our ability to help more companies
working at the heart of the economy.
This issue, therefore, will be a key
focus for the Board this year.
Newable is a special company.
Money. Advice. Space. There is
nothing like us out there in the
market. We know from the feedback
we receive from clients that once they
find us, clients are really appreciative
of the value we deliver to them.
This underlines the opportunity
we have in front of us. It is why,
notwithstanding the continuing
political and economic uncertainty,
we can continue to Dream Big.

CHRIS MANSON, CEO, NEWABLE
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Making it big in America
The United States is the UK’s
number one export market.
However, many of our smaller
companies fail to reach their
potential across the pond.
Newable has established
a joint venture with Avitus
designed to change that. We
spoke with Josh Balster, Senior
VP at Avitus to find out more:

of course some economic hot spots but
pretty much every UK business with a good
product or service and the ambition to grow
should consider at some point of its journey
the opportunity to expand to the largest
economy in the world. This is particularly
suitable for companies who are looking to
consolidate early export sales success or
start-ups who have raised equity rounds
specifically to fund international growth.
Everything from bespoke jewellery makers
to artificial intelligence can be successful
in the US with the right approach, the
right strategy and the right support.”

Why should a UK business think about
launching and expanding in the US?

Is it particularly difficult or challenging for
UK companies to get going in the US?“

“People talk about the US as the ‘the land
of opportunity’, and I think that is true.
American consumers place a high value
on British products and services and
the “special relationships” between our
two countries is stronger than ever. Even
more attractive is that the US remains the
world’s number one economy and its GDP
growth is forecast to be double that of the
UK’s this year. The US is the UK’s number
one trading partner as a single country.
In 2017, UK businesses exported goods
and services to the value of £114 billion
and these figures are growing strongly.
The potential payoff for a successful
expansion in the US market is huge.”

“It can be. The details can be overwhelming.
And many smaller UK companies find it so
because they lack the in house resource or
expertise to take care of everything. When
people talk about America, they often tend
to think of a homogeneous entity. However,
you’re actually dealing with The United
States of America. This is a federal republic
consisting of 50 states, a federal district
(Washington, D.C), five major territories, and
various minor islands. Companies face all
manner of local, regional and national rules
and regulations. Not having local knowledge
can lead to very expensive mistakes.”

What type of companies might benefit
from launching and expanding in the US?
“The US is a highly diversified economy
driven by technology and innovation. It is
fantastic place to do business. There are

What are the main risks UK companies
face when they start their business in the
US without proper local knowledge?“
“Doing everything yourself is very time
consuming. It generates a lot of upfront
costs and regulatory burdens. In my
experience none of this particularly

appeals to entrepreneurial business
owners and leaders. They are far more
excited about building their business
rather than the back office stuff.”
What are your top five tips for
launching in the US?
“First, understand the challenges. The US is
a fantastic place to do business and offers
great opportunities but this comes with some
risk that shouldn’t be underestimated to
avoid mistakes and disillusionment. Second,
do your homework. Research your target
market and sector, look at macroeconomic
trends, federal and state policies and
industry forecasts and start mapping your
expansion project. Planning is paramount to
avoid pitfalls. Third, location is key. The US
is a federal Country with 50 States that are
like 50 different Countries and to a certain
extent 50 different markets. Ask yourself:
where are my customers? Where is my
workforce? Where can I successfully plan my
expansion? Fourth, be aware of the cultural
gap. The US is a melting pot of cultures and
languages with huge regional differences.
We speak the same language but almost
everything else, from the way we do business
to how you should market your products or
services and recruit your staff, is different.
Underestimating this aspect is a sure recipe
for failure. Fifth, get the right support. You
can do everything by yourself – this can be
very time consuming and generate a lot of
upfront costs and regulatory burdens in
addition to potential risks. Or you can work
with experts that can help you plan, validate
and execute a successful US expansion
and give you the opportunity to focus on
growing your business and driving revenue.”

“The US remains the
world’s number one
economy and its GDP
growth is forecast to
be double that of the
UK’s this year... The
potential payoff for a
successful expansion in
the US market is huge.”
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Justin Webb launches
America Made Easy
A VIP reception held at
Newable’s HQ helped
launch America Made Easy,
Newable’s new joint venture
with Avitus Group.
Over 50 of Newable’s friends and partners
were in attendance. We were grateful for the
support of, amongst others, Bill Esterson
MP, the Shadow Trade and Business
minister, colleagues from the Department
for International Trade including fellow
Delivery Partners, Innovate UK and the
Mayor of London’s team at the GLA.
The key note was a fascinating and
entertaining address from Justin Webb, the
senior BBC journalist and broadcaster. Justin
is currently one of the main presenters on
BBC Radio 4’s flagship Today programme.

How does Avitus help business
transition to the US market?
“In the last 20 years, Avitus Group
has provided business administration
services to more than 3,000 companies.
Our Business Solutions includes a suite
of specialist services designed to help
clients simplify, strengthen and grow their
business. Our International Planning team
has the professionalism and resources to
get overseas companies up and running
in the US quickly and cost effectively.
From planning the entry into the US
market to helping businesses sustain their
business, our team offers the combination
of customised and comprehensive
support needed to build, validate and
consolidate a successful US expansion.”
How does the America Made
Easy help UK companies?
“To help UK companies test the potential of
their business in the US without incurring
significant long term overhead and assuming
an onerous regulatory burden, they will
have a trained expert who will pursue
opportunities in a targeted US market and
gather valuable, decision-making insights.
Our team of experts will help the UK
company identify the best location, advise

on the most appropriate job specification
for a US based employee, manage the
recruitment process, employ the approved
candidate, handle all HR and payroll related
issues and offer support in IT, marketing and
office location. This is an easy in, easy out,
hassle free turnkey solution service that
allows UK businesses to land opportunities
whilst mitigating the risk. All for a monthly
fee. Once a UK company has successfully
validated the opportunities and decides to
establish and grow its presence in the US
market, our team of US-based professionals
will help them with the critical steps
required to complete all legal, banking,
regulatory and compliance requirements.”
When a client has indicated that
they are interested in the service
– What happens next?
“The first stage of our service is to fix up
an introductory conference call with one
of our international project management
team in the US. This will enable us to see if,
how and where we might be able to support
the UK company. Ultimately, we present a
formal project proposal and once that has
good to a good place we’ll get that into a
signed agreement. All very collaborative,
personal, flexible and transparent. And
we can get motoring pretty quickly.”

“This is an easy in,
easy out, hassle
free turnkey
solution service
that allows UK
businesses to land
opportunities
whilst mitigating
the risk.”

Justin spent eight years on the other side
of Atlantic as BBC North America editor.
This time was bookended by some of the
most powerful events in US history – the
attacks of 9/11 and the election of Barack
Obama. “I went to America thinking it was
like Britain only bigger,” he says. “I came
away realizing that culturally, it is unique.”
And if you don’t get hung up on the eating
competitions and dotty preachers, it’s
the world’s most wonderful country.

Justin counselled that it would
be a huge mistake for British
business people to under-estimate
or even patronise their American
counterparts. “There may be
aspects of their behaviour we
might find brash or even dumb,
but don’t make the mistake of
believing it to be true. If it were
they could not possibly have been
as successful as they have been.”

Justin provided vivid insights into the
cultural connections and chasms that
unite, separate and collectively define the
‘the special relationship’ between the UK
and the UK. He acknowledged the shared
history and experience but remarked on
the radical demographic changes America
society is undergoing. In particular, the
rise of the Hispanic communities and rise
of Spanish as the language of choice.

Justin suggested that British people
will still find a land of opportunity
awaiting them, as it is a land of
optimism, of determination and
possibility. He also pointed out that
it is a complicated, confusing and
diverse federation of cities, states and
region and that therefore an informed
guide to the landscape would be of
great value to business people.
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Newable was
thrilled to have
been commissioned
by the Mayor of
London to curate and
deliver The Diverse
Entrepreneurs Summit
held at City Hall.

Diversity in action
The Diverse Entrepreneurs
Summit brought together
over 100 business owners who
may have faced barriers to
entrepreneurship due to their
gender, ethnicity, disability or
sexuality.
The purpose was to celebrate London’s
diverse entrepreneurs and debate ways in
which the business community in London
can become even more inclusive.
Hosted by June Sarpong, the event had
inspiring speakers and insightful panellists
debating the topics of diversity, inclusivity
and the challenges faced by female BAME
entrepreneurs in the world of business today.

Yasmin Sheikh addressing the summit audience

Providing not only top tips, but examples
and solutions to barriers faced by female
entrepreneurs. Bertha Windsor, CEO
of Fabric of Africa Frames, found the
event to be really useful for her as an
owner of a small business as it provided
a platform to “exchange different
stories, that has helped me in my ideas
and to identify my market and different
areas I can access information from
that will help me with my business.”

Anis Qizbilash, Yasmin Sheikh and
others shared their stories about
how they overcame challenges on
their entrepreneurial journeys.

The event was closed with a keynote
speech from Sadiq Khan, the Mayor
of London confirming that it remains
his priority to do more to enable and
create an environment that allows
diverse entrepreneurs to thrive.

"Be you as
everyone else is
taken. Sometimes
your difference can
be your strength."

"London’s
diverse business
community is
the engine of
our economy."

YASMIN SHEIKH

SADIQ KHAN

Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London
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Early stage
investing
Newable helps over 9,000 businesses every year fulfill
their potential, providing advice and hands-on support to
take their business to the next level. We’ve distilled this
experience into six “Life Lessons For Business”, designed
to give tangible advice for both entrepreneurs seeking
investment, and investors looking to find the next big thing.

Beauhurst has called Newable Private
Investing the UK’s most active early
stage investment network.
Our Scale Up Fund address an investment
gap in the UK market between postseed and pre-series A. It’s a space where
start-ups have moved from concept to a
working model but haven’t yet achieved
the numbers to attract institutional
investment from VCs or Private Equity.
For our investors, it’s an exciting time
to get involved because the potential
for growth can be very high indeed.

Of course, the investment gap exists
because the risks are also high, with
around 80% of early stage businesses
failing to progress. Therefore, it also
poses a big risk to entrepreneurs who
are looking for this type of funding.
They also need to make sure they’re
matched with the right investors who bring
complimentary skills and chemistry to
guide their business into profitability.
Our Investment series of Life Lessons for
Business aims to give tips to investors and
entrepreneurs alike to support their decisions.

Go Early

Don’t Believe
in Dragons

“But if you’re faint of
heart and you just want
a decent interest rate on
your money, there are
banks down the road
that’ll give you 2%”

“Although you’re
presenting and you’re
full of passion for your
idea, people aren’t
trying to catch you out
– this isn’t television”

Nathan Hill, Entrepreneur – Qi3

Joshua Davidson, Entrepreneur – Night Zookeeper

Spot the signs

Hold on Tight

“I look to see how much
passion has this person
got, have they got the
knowledge? Great, they
deserve a chance”

“Your job as an investor
is to help support them
mentally through this
time and be a good
sounding board”

Bhupinder Grewal, Newable Investment Committee

Rita Dhut, Newable Investment Committee

No need to
go it alone

Chemistry
Counts

“The additional support
that Newable can offer
in terms of office space
or export advice can be
very valuable to early
stage companies.

“The chemistry between
the entrepreneur and
investor is absolutely
important”

Brittany Harris, Qflow

Anthony Clarke, Newable Investment Committee
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Fuelling Ambition @
Newable
The Fuelling Ambition
@ Newable initiative
continues to support
and encourage
Newable staff as
they develop their
professional skills.
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Following on from the
success of our external
Fuelling Ambition
programme, we decided
it was only right to offer
our own employees the
same support in their
careers and to encourage
‘intrapreneurship’ at
Newable.
Therefore, we launched Fuelling
Ambition @ Newable. What makes
this initiative so unique, and so far,
so successful, is its passion to speak
for our employees. What support the
initiative offers, and how it’s delivered,
is completely driven by our staff, and
therefore is tailored to their needs.
The initiative is run by 10 volunteer
committee members who are tasked with
finding relevant workshops, networking
and mentoring opportunities and events
to suggest to Newable employees. This
is then voted on by our teams so we can
ensure we’re making a real impact.
Fuelling Ambition @ Newable started
with a bang in January with a launch event
at our head office, with quest speaker
Lu Li, CEO of Blooming Founders, who
gave an inspiring and motivating speech
on the challenges faced by a female
entrepreneur and how to overcome
these. Following this, we hosted our first
workshop, titled ‘Influencing, Persuading
and Negotiating’, for which we happily
saw an overwhelming demand.
We now have established a programme
of quarterly workshops, focusing on
the key themes that were identified as
development areas by the employees
who voted. These workshops are
focused on networking that brings
results, managing difficult conversations
and building personal resilience. Our
upcoming workshop, Networking that
Brings Results, will be followed by an
internal networking event to help us
deploy our new skills and maximise
the impact of the workshop.
Fuelling Ambition @ Newable is driven
by 10 extremely passionate volunteers
and we look forward to supporting our
fellow employees in 2019 and beyond.

Workshops
Dates for your diary…
As part of our Fuelling Ambition at Newable
initiative, we’ve organised a number of workshops
which Newable staff are now able to book on to.

Networking That
Brings Results
30th May, 3pm - 5pm
(Followed by a networking
reception 5pm - 6pm).

Managing Difficult
Conversations
5th August, 1pm - 3pm.

Building Personal
Resilience
18th November 1pm – 3pm.

If you would like to book onto any or all of the
workshops, please contact Ruth Collier or
Ciara Fitzgerald.

We need to add a spread
or blow one out

The Engine Room
Citibase joined the Newable family in November last year. The flexible
workspace expert continues to grow, now running and operating 45
Business Centres from Aberdeen to Brighton. As part of this expansion,
Citibase has recently moved its central support services to GN House in
Birmingham. This new location is where the Reservations, Sales, Finance,
HR, Compliance and Management Teams work together to provide smooth
operational support for the national network of Business Centres. On
the following pages we meet the teams that run “The Engine Room”.

Citibase Reservations Team
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Sell! Sell! Sell!
The Sales Team are a fun, lively and energetic
team who focus on, well, sales! But they also
go beyond sales. “Our main responsibility is to
make sure our Customers have the very best
experience with us. We live and breathe that.”
explains Chris Hanna, Regional Sales Manager
at Citibase. “We spend most of our time
working with our Customers - whether it’s
working on new business sales, liaising with
new centre teams or working with existing
Customers, we’re on hand to help our team
create the best experience for Customers.”
The culture in the Sales Team is high energy,
fun and loud. You can sense this when you
walk into The Engine Room. However, it’s
not all fun and games, as Chris explains.
“We’re working in an increasingly competitive
market. There’s always someone trying to
undercut your offer so we have to work
hard to get the sales in. So, when you
close a deal, it’s a real feeling of triumph!
Because we’re loud and fun, it comes
across like our role is easy but it’s not.”
To help sales and make sure the Business
Centres are full, the Sales Team will
work with the Broker Channel Manager,
Becky Broomhall. “Working with Becky,
we think of ways to engage the brokers
who send us most of our leads”.
Becky started at Citibase almost 5 years
ago working in Reception, and after working
her way up in the company, now works as
Broker Channel Manager at Citibase.
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As Broker Channel Manager, Becky’s role
is to ensure the broker channel is strong
and brokers constantly push deals to
Citibase. Citibase receive 80% of their
leads from brokers, so the marketing team
and the Broker Channel Manager work
hard to make sure Citibase is a broker
preference. “We need to make sure we’re
their favourite as it’s so competitive in the
flexible workspace market at the moment.
We’re up against some really big players
who can offer vouchers, trips, holidays
and great incentives. We have chosen not
to compete head-to-head on commission
and incentives, so we need to focus on
our flexibility, our ability to close difficult
deals and our reputation for creating the
most memorable events in our industry.
Last year, we hired the Eiffel Tower in
Paris for a private party and took 30 of
our top brokers with us to the event.”

relationship that gives Citibase a unique
competitive advantage. The team are a
friendly, approachable and attentive group
who work hard to develop an open and
honest relationship with the brokers.
It’s this relationship that allows the
brokers to be honest with Citibase
too. “They give us lots of suggestions
which is helpful! We can tweak our
offering depending on what the broker’s
feedback is to us, so it’s very beneficial
to have a close relationship with our
brokers. I spend a lot of time visiting
brokers face-to-face to constantly
build on this too”,, Becky explains.

“A lot of our brokers say we’re in their top
5, but I want us to be the number one! We
run initiatives to help this. For example,
we send treats at Easter and Christmas.
We invite brokers to our Engine Room to
learn more about how we work and take
them for drinks so they can meet our
teams. I’ll also work with the marketing
team to create new presentations to share
with our brokers and create packages for
targeted promotional commissions which
all helps in keeping us front of mind!”

You’re all booked in!

“We aim to book in 36 viewings a day - a
full board!” Marcus describes. “However,
the worst part of the job is the noshows. It’s not always easy to confirm
the reservations so it’s disappointing for
us when the Customer doesn’t show up.
You wouldn’t believe how many traffic
jams we hear of when a Customer later
explains why they didn’t turn up. Our team
also gets commission based on attended
viewings only, so it can be a knock for them
if lots of their bookings are no shows.”

Once these leads come in, the Citibase
team are quick to qualify these and
convert them into viewings. That’s where
the Reservations Team comes in. There
are 7 people in the Reservations Team,
led by Marcus Shelton. Marcus started
at Citibase 5 years ago as Regional Sales
Manager, working as a Sales Manager in
various places across the UK, and now
works as the Reservations Team Manager.

However, if a potential Customer does
manage to skip the traffic and arrive
for a viewing, there’s a good chance
they’ll take the office space.

Nick George

Marcus Shelton

Dotting the I’s and
crossing the T’s
Once the Customer confirms they want the
space, that’s where the central services
teams come in. The HR, Finance, Property
Services and Compliance Teams all play
a huge part in enhancing the Customer
experience at Citibase, and keeping the
wheels turning in The Engine Room.

The team works with over 250 local agents
and brokers but concentrate on 5 core
brokers on a day to day basis. It’s this close

Chris Hanna

The Compliance Department is the first
stop for a new Customer on-boarding. The
Centre Managers will notify Compliance of
new Customers, and the Compliance Team
will raise the relevant contracts quickly
and efficiently. Ibra Niaz, Compliance
Assistant, has been at Citibase for 15
months, and comments on all the changes
in this time. “Since I joined, so much has
changed and it’s not just the office! We
have implemented new processes to help
us work faster and keep our Customers
happy. As we’re going through a huge growth
period, and now have 45 Business Centres,
we’re raising new contracts on a daily
basis, so it needs to be a slick process.”
“We spend most of our time raising and
amending contracts, conducting audits
for new centres, helping with queries
from sales, Customers and new centres.
It’s a busy job and a small team of three,
so a day goes very quickly for us!”

Rebecca Broomhall

Ibra Niaz

As Marcus explains, “We have a good
enquiry to viewing conversion rate,
which sits around 30% most weeks.
We know if we get 10 bookings, we’re
likely to get three new Customer
viewings, so it’s exciting in our team.”
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You need to pay to play
Once a new Customer contract is signed,
sealed and delivered, it’s progressed to
the Finance Team. The Finance Team is
one of the biggest teams at Citibase with
15 team members. The team consists
of Management Accountants, Treasury
Assistants, Transactional Accountants, a
Business Rates Officer, a Credit Control
Officer and a Purchase Management
Team. It’s a well-oiled machine who feel
the pressure from the Citibase growth!
One of the many things the Finance Team
is responsible for is producing accounts
for each business centre. Angela Little,
one of the Management Accountants at
Citibase, is responsible for producing
and sharing these account packs with
the wider business. These reports
demonstrate to the Clients how their
building is performing. Angela explains,
“Each Management Accountant manages
around 10 Business Centres, and we
produce these reporting packs for each
individual business. It’s a lot of work and
takes a lot of care to make sure we’re
reporting accurately and effectively. We
also provide commentary to help our
Clients understand the reports and trends
we’re seeing. The team are always under
a lot of pressure, but we still have time for
a laugh. It’s a fun, social team. We’re also
growing to help deal with the pressure
of opening new Business Centres. We’ve
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Maximising the workforce

recently had a lot of changes to our team
structure, and I’m sure more changes are
coming as we continue to grow! It’s all go!”
Another responsibility of the Finance
Team is setting up new bank accounts for
each individual business centre. The team
therefore look after over 45 bank accounts
to help manage the profitability of each
centre. Rajpreet Gill is a Treasury Assistant
at Citibase, who explains her role more.
“We deal with the finances of each Business
Centre by setting up new bank accounts and
managing the cash in and out. We manage the
Customer payments and expenses across
the business too. We also produce Cash
Flow Forecasts and Bank Reconciliations.
Our role is forever expanding. Since I joined
in 2017, we’ve opened 10 new centres and
I know there are plans to grow faster than
ever with the support of Newable. It’s going
to be a lot of work but it’s so exciting!”

Once a Customer is settled into the new
Business Centre, contracts signed and
finances agreed, the Citibase support
continues still. Laetitia Rattu, HR Advisor
at Citibase, explains how the HR function
in The Engine Room goes beyond just
supporting Citibase employees.
“We support our shared services teams,
such as marketing, finance, and sales,
but we go way beyond The Engine Room.
We support all of the Centre Managers
with their teams. The Centre Managers
are focused on each individual Business
Centre they manage, and we also have
Centre of Excellence Coaches, who will
manage up to 6 Centre Managers to
ensure operations run smoothly. These
Centre Managers can tap into the support
provided by the HR Team, whether it’s
on absence, performance concerns,
probation reviews, providing advice,
sending offer letters or organising training.

Ryan Wale

Rajpreet Gill

The Transactional Accountants at Citibase
support the wider finance function by
conducting revenue analysis, preparing
accruals and prepayments, issuing payments
and ensuring the costs are in line with the
signed contracts. Ryan Wale, a Transactional
Accountant explains “We work with over
1000 Customers across the 45 business
centres. These Customers operate as
separate businesses, so we need to make
sure what we account for matches their
contracts and gives them a good experience
of Citibase. We work directly with Customers

“Citibase as a company is becoming
much more training focused too. We
offer more and more e-learning across
the business and management training
for our managers. To help us manage
this shift in focus from a reactive HR
function to a pro-active HR function,
our team has doubled in size recently.
We’re an agile and fast-paced team, and
no two days are ever the same here!”
As Laetitia explains, the HR Team are
reflecting a wider shift across the entire
business to more long-term thinking.
The company motto ‘Don’t Be Boring’
also supports this, as the HR Team
thinks outside of the box to make sure
the new HR policies help the teams
perform to their absolute best. It’s
not just the people Citibase want to
maximise. It’s also the Business Centres.

Laetitia Rattu

Not just bricks and mortar

Louise Peart

to resolve any finance issues as quickly as we
can to keep the Customer happy. Of course, if
the processes run as smoothly as it can, it has
a wider commercial benefit too. It’s win-win!”

The Property Services Team is tasked
with maintaining and improving the fabric
of the Business Centres across the UK. A
relatively new team at Citibase, they focus
on making sure the Business Centres are
up to scratch and creating hard-working
workspaces for their Customers.

Leah D’Aguilar works as a Facilities
Administrator after joining Citibase 3
months ago. “I’m the person people come
to when things break!” explains Leah.
“We divide our work into reactive and
pro-active cases. A reactive case might
be something like a broken lock that we
obviously need to get fixed immediately.
To do this, we work with a list of approved

suppliers, which helps with quality control
when we’re up against it. Pro-active work such
as office refurbishments is more strategic
and is focussed on getting a better price
for the space by improving the Customer
experience. Sometimes, the Customers
make requests for break-out areas or new
colours, so we can provide them a quote from
our approved suppliers, and if they’re happy
with the cost, we can arrange this for them.”
Property Services is a new function at Citibase,
which has been bought in to support the
Centre Managers. If the Business Centre needs
something facilities related, the Property
Services Team will pick this up and relieve
the pressure on the Centre Managers, so
they can focus on the Customer experience.
This focus is highlighted throughout The
Engine Room, where each department works
effortlessly together to define and improve
the Customer experience with Citibase.

This goal of giving the Customer the best
experience possible is a shared goal across
all teams at Citibase. But it’s just as strong in
the traditionally non-Customer facing roles.
This is increasingly clear in the new structure
of the Finance Team. In December, Citibase
stopped outsourcing their Business Rates
support and now have an in-house Business
Rates Officer, Louise Peart, who provides
an extra benefit for Citibase Customers. As
Louise explains “By bringing this function inhouse, we have more control on the Business
Rates Relief we can offer to our Customers.
In some centres, Citibase initially pays the
Business Rates for the Customers, which is
covered by the Customer rents. However,
some Customers are eligible for Business
Rates Relief, so my role is to make sure they
get these and benefit from the lower rents.
It’s an extra benefit for our Customers, giving
them an even better experience of Citibase.”
Angela Little

By HR providing this support centrally,
that allows the Centre Managers to stay
focused on the Customer experience.”

Leah D’Aguilar
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Funding high growth
Newable Ventures
Scale Up Fund 2 has
successfully deployed
£1m across 6 high
growth companies.

The Newable Ventures
Scale Up Fund 2 (SUF 2) has
successfully completed its
year-long investment cycle.
The fund, which was raised in
April 2018, has invested £1m
into a diverse portfolio of early
stage companies spanning
the materials, spacetech and
software sectors.
Investee companies were based across
the U.K (Newcastle, Oxford, Cambridge,
Bristol and London) and round sizes
ranged from £500k to £2.8m.
The fund which was able to leverage
Newable Group’s wider office space and
advisory service offerings, targeted scale

up companies where technology risk had
been mitigated and capital was being used
to ramp up commercial operations.
Michael Walsh, Newable Ventures Managing
Director comments, “We are delighted that
our Newable Scale Up Fund 2 has backed
6 of the UK’s most innovative high growth
scale up companies. Newable Ventures
has now deployed 9 EIS funds into some
50 companies, many of which such as
City Pantry, Hopster and Blu Wireless
Technologies have become some of the
U.K’s leading venture backed companies.
On the back of this success and established
track record, we have now launched our
Scale Up 3 evergreen fund which seeks
to invest in a portfolio of technology
driven scale up companies. With the first
quarterly close for this fund taking place
on April 5th we will shortly be entering
this new fund’s deployment cycle.”

Meet the 6 companies
that Scale Up Fund 2 has
invested in:
REZATEC
Harwell based company developing
earth observation and geospatial
analytics software tools

INDUCTOSENSE
Bristol University spin out developing
innovative ultrasonic sensing technology
for non-destructive testing of structures

THE ELECTROSPINNING COMPANY
Harwell based company that
designs, develops and manufactures
nanofiber bio materials for
tissue regenerative devices

ATELERIX
Newcastle based developer of
a transformative technology for
the storage and transportation
of cells at room temperature

ECHION
Cambridge University spin out
developing a portfolio of advanced
battery active materials

COGNISM
London based AI powered lead
generation software that finds
and ranks sales opportunities
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Innovation in Mumbai
Did you know there’s a Royal
Opera House in Mumbai? It’s
so called because its opening
was timed for George V’s
state visit, who inaugurated
the building in 1911 while
the Opera was still under
construction. This is just one
example of the long history of
the relationship between the
UK’s and India’s arts sectors.
Nowadays, there is still a strong relationship
between the UK and India in the creative
and media sectors. The combination of
commercial expertise, creative excellence
and technological innovation across the two
countries generates a significant added value
for companies who operate in both markets.
For UK creative businesses, the disruptive
impact of 500 million 4G-enabled mobiles
represents a huge new market, in particular
in the gaming, e-commerce, digital marketing,
film/TV content distribution and immersive
technologies (especially AR) sectors.
In fact, the Media and Entertainment
sector in India continues to grow at a rate
faster than the Country’s GDP and it is
poised to cross $33.6 billion by 2021 at a
compounded annual growth rate of 11.6%*.
The rapid expansion of the availability of
4G data, given away at zero cost to the
consumer, and the introduction of a lower
cost smartphone has been a significant
driver of disruptive activity in the Indian
marketplace in the last 18 months. India
has the second highest number of Internet

Giulia Simonelli, Newable Senior Business Advisor
and 15 ambitious GBIP Delegates in Mumbai

Newable’s
innovation team
and a group of
15 ambitious
UK companies
explore
opportunities
in Mumbai.

Royal Opera House, Mumbai

users after China with 570 million Internet
subscribers growing at 13% annually*. It is
estimated that approximately 2.5 million
consumers in India today are digital only and
would not normally use traditional media; it
is expected that this customer base will to
grow to 5 million by 2021* . The status quo
is being shattered by digital disruptions and
that’s unshackling the creative economy in
India like never before. This growth in digital
consumption will spur media companies
to innovate new monetisation avenues
and service new customer segments.

For these reasons, Innovate UK together
with UK Science & Innovation Network India,
the Enterprise Europe Network and the
support of the Department of International
Trade India, brought a delegation of 15 of the
UK’s most promising innovators working in
the UK wider Creative Economy to Mumbai
as part of the Global Business Innovation
Programme. This programme contributes
to Innovate UK’s ongoing commitment to
the UK’s world leading Creative sector,
and follows a successful mission to India in
2018, which focused on Immersive Media.

The delegation of 15 ambitious UK
companies has used this visit as an
opportunity to engage with the most
innovative minds in India’s creative,
technology and innovation communities,
such as the Indian School of Design
& Innovation (ISDI); NASSCOM
and SOCIETY FOR INNOVATION &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP (SINE). In addition,
they visited key market leaders such as
Hinduja Group, Omnicom MediaGroup
and Ernst & Young, where they gained
insights of the Indian market and an

Delegate visit to WeSchool, Mumbai

understanding of how to do business in
Mumbai. Through the visit to WeSchool,
UK companies had the chance to meet
and develop collaborations with their
students for summer internships and
future projects. This Programme has
opened doors to the development of
relationships with potential customers,
partners and investors: The B2B
event organised on April 2nd at the
Sofitel Mumbai, attracted more than
50 representatives of Indian SMEs,
corporations and institutions.

The Global Business Innovation Programme
to Mumbai was an opportunity to share
insights, ideas and connections that can
help shape the growth of these exciting
companies. It is a starting point to open
new opportunities for cooperation and
exchange between the different partners
and governmental institutions involved
in the organisation of the visit.

(* Media & Entertainment Industry
in India, Ernst&Young, 2019.)
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On target:
Newable’s International Trade
Team
Newable’s Trade Advisory
Team delivers international
trade support to businesses
based in London and the
South East counties of Kent,
Sussex, Surrey, Hampshire,
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire
and Oxfordshire.
Services are provided by a team of
experienced former exporters and
business managers who have a wealth
of knowledge in different business
sectors and markets around the world
from China and India to the Middle
East, Europe and the Americas.
To best serve UK exporters, our trade
advisers work in sector specialist teams.
There are 7 Sector teams each with
between 8 and 11 advisers covering
both the London and the SE regions.

This year we worked with around 10,000
businesses across London and the SE and
helped deliver more than £2.5m of new
export sales beating all the targets set by
the Department for International Trade.

Our client from Alexander Dennis is delighted to
have secured another major contract

Stephen Jones started working with Wren Laboratories, a family
run business based in Hampshire and London in 2016. Overseas
sales have risen an impressive 350% between 2016 and 2018
and now amount to over £2m a year. Their range of health and
well-being supplements are sold to health food stores and
pharmacies across the UK and Ireland, as well as to many export
markets across Europe and further afield such as the USA, China
and Vietnam. We were delighted that Wren Laboratories won a
prestigious Queen’s Award for Enterprise in international trade.

The advice service is free of charge
at the point of delivery for clients
as it is funded by the Government’s
Department for International Trade.
International Trade Advisers have one goal: to
help the clients win sales orders from clients
in export markets. In order to achieve this
objective, the ITAs provide their clients with
a range of advisory support. This might cover
creating export strategies, identifying the right
export market, defining the route to market for
example via distributors or partners, getting
export finance and funding, preparing to do
business in a foreign company, managing legal
compliance, preparing for export procedures
and logistics. Clients can also benefit from
international trade missions or support to help
them attend trade shows and exhibitions.

Our team, led by ITA Paul Govier, has been working with
Alexander Dennis Ltd since 2013. Through quarterly global export
business development meetings and ongoing ad-hoc support
activities. This support included facilitating introductions,
hosting factory visits, initiating and co-ordinating Ministerial
meetings and other lobbying opportunities, advising ADL of
relevant events and generally providing a responsive local
‘first point of contact’. The support recently resulted in an
Export Win form Germany valued at £198M over 6 years.

The team from Wren Laboratories receiving their
Queen’s Award for International Trade

Our team, led by Rob Lewtas, has been working with Biwater, a
client in the water infrastructure sector for a number of years.
Biwater bids for complex overseas infrastructure contracts
using a combined technical and financial solutions package. We
have facilitated access to overseas Post diplomatic support,
UKEF finance capability and overall account management and
co-ordination. Last year Biwater signed a $272m contract with
the Ghana Water Company Limited (GWCL) to construct and
expand the water supply infrastructure in Tamale, Ghana.
Biwater joined Jeremy Hunt the Foreign Secretary for a
delegation visit of British Companies to Biwater

Newable’s 7 Trade
Advisory Sector teams
each with between 8 and
11 advisers covering both
the London and the SE
regions.

Engineering & Manufacturing,
led by Robert Pope
Creative & Media,
led by Jim James
Business & Financial Services,
led by Ian Manzie
Consumer/Food and Drink,
led by Angus Murray

Fashion & Digital Retail,
led by Jim Pickles
Technology,
led by Nicola Penfold
Infrastructure,
led by Michael Salmon

London ITA Emma Hill led a supported group of 30 British
companies to the key ‘Creatives’ conference in USA - SXSW2019.
The USA is a priority market for the Creative Industries and
the Music Exports from the UK are currently booming. The
international speed-networking event at The British Music
Embassy, sponsored by DIT London and SE, saw 3,500
meetings in two hours! Companies are already reporting
Export Wins as a result of being part of the mission.

The British Music Embassy the
promotional hub at SXSW
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Helping businesses
thrive...

Newable Business
Finance received
£230m loan applications,
and issued £23m loans.

The Innovation team
supported over 1,200
UK businesses this year.

Our International Trade
Advisers supported 9,100 UK
Companies and generated
£2.5bn in export sales.

Newable Private Investing
was named the most active
early stage investment
network in the UK.

Our Brokerage team joined the
family, and were
re-branded to Newable
Commercial Finance.

Our Social Impact team
helped inner city SMEs
win £1.4m of supply
chain contracts.

The Property team continue
to regenerate brownfield
sites, completing Creek Way,
acquiring Alfreds Way.

NPI facilitated 51
deals in 24 months,
raising £36m.

Citibase joined the Newable
family, bringing with them 45
Business Centres across the UK.

... in FY
2018/19

newable.co.uk

